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Shreshtha Singh* 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
Government, considered as guardians of citizens, owes responsibility to the very people by whom they are elected. 

When the same government gets accused of spying over its citizens and faces criticism for infringing the basic fundamental rights 
such as right to privacy, the matter becomes an issue of grave concern. Pegasus, an Israel based spyware infects a computer 
system through rooting (in androids) or jailbreaking (in iOS). All security controls are henceforth compromised and data 
privacy gets infringed. NSO created the Pegasus spyware in Israel, which it purportedly sells only to governments. Helping in 
tracing anti-national and terrorist activities, the spyware faces criticism for malicious use by authoritarian governments. This 
study therefore, traces the very origin of Pegasus spyware in the 21st century and its evolution till date. A comparison has been 
made between the US, where the controversy first started in 2016 and India, where it has become a hotly debated topic recently. 
Using doctrinal mode of research, the researcher has collected data from developed as well developing nations and the extent of 
usage of this particular spyware. Additionally, apprehensions of the government regarding national security while uneasiness of 
the masses concerning their security has been explored. Finally, towards the end of the paper, recommendations and suggestions 
have been made to address this grave issue and find a way out which balances the right to privacy as well as national security 
concerns. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
There’s a reason for the government being called a public entity and the citizens being 

private individuals. This is because the government ought to reveal its information as well as 
activities in the public domain. But the same doesn’t apply for private citizens and their personal 
data needs to be kept private, although advancing technology and fast-paced developments in the 
cyber world promises quite the contrary. Knowingly or unknowingly, we tend to reveal crucial 
information on the web which then is stored there forever at the mercy of hackers, terrorists and 
spies. It is only a matter of time when an antidote for even the most secured sites can be developed 
and used to crack and access the information. Spywares are one such softwares. According to 
oxford dictionary, spywares are defined as software through which secret information of people 
can be obtained without the targets knowing about the same1. 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

The researcher has adopted a doctrinal mode of research for recognizing and discovering 
relevant data and information for the purpose of this study. Qualitative analysis of facts and an 
overall critical and conceptual examination of the laws existing for data privacy to explore the 
issues present along with its further scope has been taken up. Comparative study has also been 
made between laws of India and other developed nations to probe the origin and contemporary 
evolution of laws and societal norms in these nations. The study is primarily non-numerical in 
nature and various legal databases such as LexisNexis, Hein Online, SCC Online have been used 
with the object of information gathering. Furthermore, since the study is techno-legal in nature, 
technical efficiency and sufficiency has been probed using data published by relevant sources. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 
To look into previous works in this field and spot lacunae in the same, the researcher here 

has referred to several books, journal articles and research papers along with significant judgements 

 
1 Tamar Megiddo, Online Activism, Digital Domination, and the Rule of Trolls: Mapping and Theorizing Technological 

Oppression by Government, 58 COLUM. J. Transnat'l L. 394 (2020).  
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and case laws in the subject matter. Alexandra Haris & Bruce Zagaris2 in their paper have 
introduced the very basic issues which spywares pose. Starting with the origin of the pegasus 
controversy, they have analyzed the possible threats of such a software. Though they have 
concluded on a positive note that this industry is growing but adequate regulations need to be 
formulated, no specific recommendations have been made by Anna W. Chan3.  

The paper basically deals with the spyware technology and human rights violations which 
these poses. According to the author, in addition to infringing upon the privacy such technologies 
have also led to arbitrary detentions and torture to death. He has presented a multi-stakeholder 
mechanism which suits the best interest of both the users of such spyware as well as the citizens. 
But such an idea is totally dependent upon the government to yield and agree to accept such 
regulations. 

 
Ünver, H. Akın’s research focuses on the political inclinations of digital surveillance. It has 

pointed out the need for transparency in such technologies. Additionally, the paper acknowledges 
the need for keeping a check on excess use of such spywares, while being technologically advanced 
at the same time. But since advancing times require up to date research, the paper is relatively long 
in the tooth. 2005 paper published in Harvard Law Review talks about data trade and what are the 
privacy concerns and wealth creating avenues. The author has presented a “five-element model” 
for a market system with technological advancements yet respecting the privacy of individuals. But 
the paper doesn’t specifically mention about spywares.  

 
Spyware v. Spyware is an interesting piece by James Grimmelman4. who has analyzed 

various deceptive spywares and other such softwares who deceive the deceptive spywares? Such a 
circle is continued until the other finds out and develops a more advanced software. This 
showcases how fast and draconian developments are taking place every day when technology is 
no longer competing with humans, rather technology is at war with contemporary technologies 
seemingly having already won over the human race. Though relatively recent, this doesn’t 
specifically mention the Pegasus spywares and its implications.  

 
Therefore, to bridge the gap and cement the existing lacunas in the existing research work, 

this paper tries to present the holistic view of Pegasus spyware, trace its origin and evolution in 

 
2 Alexandra Haris & Bruce Zagaris, Cybercrime, 36 IELR 68 (2020). 
3 Anna W. Chan, The Need for a Shared Responsibility Regime between State and Non-State Actors 

to Prevent Human Rights Violations Caused by Cyber-Surveillance Spyware, 44 BROOK. J. INT'l L. 795 
(2019). 

4 James Grimmelmann, Spyware vs. Spyware: Software Conflicts and User Autonomy, 16 OHIO 
St. TECH. L. J. 25 (2020). 
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addition to addressing the privacy concerns of citizens and security apprehensions of governments. 
This paper also takes up the jurisdictional issues in such cases in the further part of the study. 

 

IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 

1. What are the historical origins of Pegasus spyware and how has it evolved across nations? 
2. What are the recent controversies regarding the spyware and what are the apprehensions 

among the citizens regarding the same? 
3. What are the governmental concerns for using the spyware and to what extent can national 

security triumph over privacy of individuals? 

V. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The present study intends to unravel the very beginning when the idea of spywares 

surfaced, address Pegasus specifically and to trace further developments in the same. This paper 
also aims to find answers to the ever-intriguing question that governments using such softwares 
are infringing upon the human rights of citizens.  

 
The following research objectives are taken into account in this study: 
 

● To unearth the origin and development of spywares (specifically the Pegasus spyware) 
● To delve into the recent controversies and analyze its cause 
● To evaluate privacy and freedom of speech and expression from a humanitarian 

perspective and find out whether it is constitutionally justifiable to use softwares such as 
Pegasus by the governments. 

 
Having achieved all these objectives, this study tries to bring out the entire framework of 

spywares which currently exist and connect it with concerns of violation of fundamental rights 
and to suggest plausible changes which can be brought in to make our judicial and executive system 
even more efficient and accurate in this aspect. 

VI. CHAPTER 2: ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION 
As defined by Black’s Law Dictionary, a spy is someone who snoops in the enemy’s camps, 

collects and transfers their information in a clandestine manner to the concerned authorities. 
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Though in the current scenario, objectives of spying remain the same but methods have changed. 
Rather than spies physically snooping, softwares called “spywares” do the job just at the click of 
fingers. Literally, spywares stand for softwares which works as spies. It is also widely known by 
other names such as parasiteware, scumware, steal-ware, theft-ware etc5.  

 
Though there are certain basic characteristics which are usually taken into consideration. 

These characteristics include that firstly such softwares is installed without the express permission 
of the users. Either they are installed as subsidiary software along with the ones which the user 
wants to upload or it takes inexplicit permission from users. Such spywares then collect and sends 
personal data of users which are later used for various purposes, which might or might not be mala 
fide.  

 
Etymologically, Pegasus in Greek, means a winged-horse. It was even one of the oldest 

constellations in the northern hemisphere. Pegasus spyware, which can be sent “flying through 
air” just like the Greek horse, was first developed by NSO group based in Israel. The group was 
formed in the year 2010. The spyware infects the mobile phone and has the potential of collecting 
text and voice messages, location, passwords among other things. Both android and iOS versions 
are said to be affected by the same. Previously owned by the Israeli firm, it was later sold to the 
American government but again purchased by the original owners in the year 2019.  

 
The Pegasus controversy started in 2018 when Ben Hubbard, a journalist from America 

suspected that his phone was hacked using this spyware. Though the Citizen Lab which 
investigated the matter couldn’t validate whether his phone was infected but they confirmed that 
he did receive a link which was the link to the pegasus spyware. The NSO groups claims that it 
only sells the software to the governments of countries but most of the countries it has named has 
not owned up the claim, which includes India. 

VII. CHAPTER 3: RECENT CONTROVERSY 
Though the issue came to limelight in 2018 in America, in India recently the matter came 

to the forefront when phones of more than 40 journalists in India were said to be hacked during 
2018-19, roughly around the general Lok Sabha elections. Big names such as The Hindu, India 
Today, Hindustan Times etc. were allegedly involved. Though a proper forensic digital report is 
yet to be obtained, apprehensions and suspicions run wide. The Indian Government hurriedly 

 
5 Mathias Klang, Spyware: Paying for Software with Our Privacy, 17 INT'l REV. L. Computers 

& TECH. 313 (2003). 
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came to assure the citizens that no such hacking was done on the part of govt and it was not 
involved in the said issue, citing right to privacy of its users and its commitment towards the same.  

 
The purported allegations of hacked phones were not limited just to journalists. Though 

they were the ones initiating the said issue. Over 300 phones of prominent people which included 
opposition leaders, union ministers and businessmen were also said to be attacked by the Pegasus 
spyware. NSO group has vehemently denied any such allegations and even considered filing 
defamation law suit. While opposition leaders have strongly criticized the government over the 
issue accusing them of breaching the rights of citizens, the Union government has constantly 
refuted the said allegations. Currently as such spywares reign havoc in the background, politics has 
taken forefront with allegations, proclamations, arguments and clarifications being thrown around 
from all sides. 

VIII. CHAPTER 4: THREAT TO PRIVACY & 
APPREHENSION OF NATIONAL SECURITY 

All the concerns regarding the Pegasus as well as softwares in general can be zeroed down 
to apprehensions of violation of fundamental rights, the prime one being right to privacy. Others 
also include the right to freedom of speech and expression. Invading the mobile phones of users 
without their permission amounts to probably the largest and deepest possible invasion and 
intrusion of their privacy. Article 21 protects the individual’s life to the right to life and personal 
liberty. This right also includes under its purview the right to life with human dignity18. It has 
been held that personal liberty under Article 21 includes the right to privacy.  

 
The SC in the landmark judgement of K.S. Puttaswamy (Retd.), and Anr. V. Union of India and 

Ors. held that the Right to Privacy to be a part of Article 21 of the Const. The court also held that 
such a right also encompasses bodily integrity and one’s informational privacy. The hon’ble SC 
adjudicated in Chandra Mohan V. State of U. P., that the restrictions imposed must strike a balance 
between the freedom guaranteed and social control permitted. In RM Malkani v state of Maharashtra, 
The SC stated that the court will not allow any protections for citizen protection to be jeopardized 
by allowing the police to use illegal or irregular tactics.  

 
Telephone tapping is a violation of one's right. to privacy and freedom of expression, and 

the govt. cannot impose limits on the publication of defamatory materials about govt. officials, as 
this would be a violation of Article 21 and 19(a) of the Indian Constitution. Similar ruling was held 
in the case of People’s Union for civil liberties v. Union of India that right to privacy being an integral 
part of freedom of speech and expression, telephone-tapping would be a violation of Art. 19, even 
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less restriction under Art 19(2). As in the case of   the SC of India40, Sec. 66 A of the Information 
Technology Act, 2000 was struck down, which related to restrictions on online speech as 
unConst.al on grounds of violating the freedom of speech guaranteed under Article 19(1)(a) of the 
Const. of India. 

 
According to a SC in case of People's union for civil liberties v union of India A public interest 

lawsuit was brought in response to the CBI's widespread phone tapping of politicians' phones. 
Telephonic discussion is an important aspect of a man's private life, according to the court. The 
right to have a private phone conversation in the seclusion of one's own home or business is 
unquestionably a right to privacy. As a result, phone tapping is a major infringement of privacy.  

 
As a result, it is agreed that telephonic conversations, as well as chats and locations 

obtained via phone, constitute an infringement of a person's right to privacy. According to R. 
Rajagopal v. Union of India the apex court said that the right to privacy is itself a part of a right to 
personal liberty that is guaranteed under the Const. According to Registrar and Collector, Hyderabad 
and another v. Canara Bank (2004) the SC held personal liberty, freedom of expression and freedom 
of movement as the fundamental rights that give rise to the right to privacy. The Court also held 
that the right to privacy deals with persons and not places and that an intrusion into privacy may 
be by (1) legislative provisions, (2) administrative/executive orders and (3) judicial orders will lead 
to intrusion to privacy. 

 
All these precedents clearly indicate the impertinent importance of privacy which the 

Indian constitution provides, which has also been acknowledged by the hon’ble supreme court as 
well as other lower courts. Since phone tapping was also adjudicated to be gross violation of 
privacy, legally, spywares also amount to inadequate and gross violation of privacy, even if the 
reason cited for the same is national security. Although article 19(2) as well as article 21 imposes 
reasonable restrictions which includes national security, yet such reasonableness is of paramount 
importance. Just using such spywares on pretext of national security, integrity and fighting 
cybercrimes certainly does not qualify to be reasonable restriction unless proper rules and 
guidelines are provided in clear terms when such surveillance would be done. 

 
But this is just one side of the paradigm. There exists another graver side and it is not 

always feasible for the government to specify all the circumstances wherein the data would be 
acquired. This is for the larger public interest since such operations are carried on secretly so that 
the actual perpetrators and anti-social elements don’t get aware of the same. In the case of State of 
MP v. Baldeo, Madhya Pradesh Statute was challenged contending it to be in violation of article 
19(1)(d) and 19 (2)(e). The court held that since the purpose of the Act was “to safeguard individual 
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rights. and to protect innocent and peaceful citizens against prejudicial activities” the Act was held 
valid.  

 
The Hon’ble SC in case of Sushila Saw Mill v. State of Orissa adjudicated that individual 

interest must yield to public interest. It was held in the case of Maneka Gandhi v. UoI 32that right 
to privacy can be subjected to restrictions, provided they are just, fair and reasonable33. Such 
reasonable restrictions include security and sovereignty of India. In Govind v. State of MP34, the 
hon’ble court was of the opinion that right to privacy can be restricted in case of an important 
countervailing interest which is superior to it. Additionally, it was also adjudicated that the right to 
privacy can be restricted if there is a compelling state interest to be served. The present case falls 
within the ambit of such countervailing and compelling state interest. 

 
 It was held in the case of Ramesh Thappar v. State of Madras that courts can determine the 

reasonableness of restrictions of fundamental rights. on the basis of public order, morality or 
security of state. Reasonableness is to be applied based on necessity for the restriction. In case of 
Virendra v. State of Punjab it was held that “public order” as mentioned in Article 19(2)39 and 2140 
can be split into different heads, one of which involves security of state4. It was held in the case 
of Harakh Chand Ratan Chand Banthia v. Union of India, that the principle which underlines the 
structure of fundamental rights. is the principle of balancing the need for individual liberty with 
the need for social control in order that freedom guaranteed to the individual subserves the larger 
national interest, including sovereignty.  

 
In the case of State of Bihar v. Kameshwar Singh it was held that Right to privacy is not absolute 

right. The right, which falls under Art 19(1)(a) of the Consti of Indra, can be regulated, restricted 
and curtailed owing to larger public interest.  In its common parlance, the expression ‘public 
interest’, like ‘public purpose’, is not capable of any precise definition. It does not have a rigid 
meaning, is elastic and takes its colour from the statute in which it occurs, the concept varying 
with time and state of society and its need. And hence asking for set standards is itself a little 
unreasonableness since the benchmark for the same varies on a case-to-case basis. 

 
In the famous case of S Pratap Singh v. State of Punjab, the SC permitted the recording of an 

intercepted telephonic conversation between the chief minister's wife and a doctor to be divulged 
as evidence to substantiate the evidence48 of witnesses who had mentioned in his statement, that 
such a conversation had taken place. Therefore, the hon’ble court has also allowed surveillance in 
certain cases looking at the urgency and severity of cases. 

 
Right to privacy can be restricted in the interest of national security. Right to privacy 

according to article 21 of the Indian Constitution is not absolute and is subjected to reasonable 
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restrictions. In the landmark case of Puttaswamy Justice Kaul in his judgement in para 72 has written 
that right to privacy can be restricted in national security, public interest and restrictions 
enumerated in Article 19. India has fought a tough war against terrorism. There have been great 
successes, but also numerous injustices as evidenced by people wrongfully charged, jailed and even 
killed. The main problem behind the succession of these terrorism acts is lack of unity, and lack 
of legal authority, lack of faith in system because of which terrorism has sought to arm themselves 
with increasingly draconian powers.  

 
Therefore, trust and faith need to be there in laws and legislations of government. There's 

no fundamental right which is absolute in nature as it is always subjected to certain reasonable 
restrictions. Thus, the Govt of India' is committed to ensure the right to privacy but the Gov’t is 
also responsible for maintaining law and order and also ensuring sovereignty and integrity of the 
nation. 

 
The Central Government, under Sec 69 of the Information Technology (IT) Act, 2000, has 

the power to impose reasonable restrictions on this right and intercept, decrypt or monitor Internet 
traffic or electronic data whenever there is a threat to national security, national integrity, security 
of the state, and friendly relations with other countries, or in the interest of public order and 
decency, or to prevent incitement to commission of an offence.  

 
According to Shreya Singhal v Union of India it attempts to analyze the judgement of the SC 

in the historical decision of Maneka Gandhi v Union of India reported in AIR 1978 SC 597 which 
expanded the scope of Article 21 of the Constitution and changed the face of Indian polity and 
law. Hence, looking at both sides of the coin, it can be inferred that where on one hand privacy 
and free speech is one of the major concerns, national security and integrity is equally important. 

IX. CONCLUSION 
Tracing the lanes of Pegasus spyware and its recent controversies, a thorough trajectory of 

the same has been established. Though Pegasus in particular is a relatively recent spyware, spywares 
in general have been there for quite a while now. The implications of the same are fairly wide since 
it involves crucial and sensitive data of citizens in a process wherein even their consent is not 
considered. Serious issues involving fundamental rights of speech and expression as well as privacy 
on one hand and broader issues such as national security, integrity on the other hand come into 
picture in such cases.  
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As discussed in the paper, both the issues cannot be overlooked and a proper mechanism 
needs to be established. The personal data protection Bill 2019 has resolved this issue to certain 
extent yet it fails to address many more such issues such as jurisdictional issues remain a mystery. 
Moreover, since the cyber world is expanding exponentially, issues and scope for amendments are 
ever-evolving. Since it has been a couple of years since the PDP bill was passed, it is high time that 
it is revised and amendments and further additions are considered in the same. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


